Faculty sends diversity requirement back to eommittee
By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
. On Wednesday, Oct. 10, a group
of approximately 60 students gathered outside the faculty meeting in
Lovejoy 100 to rally in support of the
diversity requirement revision.
Nonetheless, the faculty voted not to
vote on the matter until the proposal
£0r the requirement has been sent
back to the Academic Affairs
Committee (AAC) for revision. The
decision should come back to the
faculty for a final vote at the meeting
on Nov.14; .
; Following the decision of
Presidents' Council on Oct. 8 not to
support revision of the diversity
requirement, Student Government
Association (SGA) President Jennifer
Coughlin '02 and SGA Vice
President Alex Aldous '02 issued a

summary statement in regard1 to the addition of another all-college cation because it-aims to raise awarerequirement, which they presented requirement, believing that any ness and makes Colby students
*¦'. - ¦.' .
additional requirements infringe ~-more-weU-rounded."
to the faculty.
Before the meeting commenced,
Reflecting opinions of hall staff, upon the pursuit of electives outside
class representatives, and their con- the major field of study."
-Several students were handing out
Conversely, it also cited the vocal flyers prepared by the students of
stituents, the statement represented
both supportive and opposing views support for the revision.
Society Organized Against Racism
"Students recognized that this (SOAR), the Women's Group, Four
and cited evidence for each opinion.
It was read at the meeting by Dean proposal is in part a reflection of Winds, The Mary Low Cooperative,
of faculty Edward Yeterian. The some minority students' dissatisfac- The Colby Democrats, The Bridge,
statement acknowled ged the need to tion with their Colby experience. Men
Against
Sexism ¦": and.
address issues of campus diversity Therefore, the new diversity require- Homophobia (MASH), SGA's
and that most students agree that the ment would help to make all Colby Progressive Caucus, and the
current diversity requirement needs students more understanding of the Environmental Coalition. The handstruggles that minority students face out, entitled "Why " are students suprefurbishment.
/
In opposition to the proposal, at Colby and beyond. Some PC porting the revised diversity
however, the document re^d^this (Presidents' Council) members said requirement?" addressed five key
iteration of a revision is unaccept- —mat-students whgj a$p least likely-to questions surrounding the requireable to marly who view j&e Social take a course addressing issues of ment, suchas=."Is the proposed reviJustice (SJ) component ofthe propos- power and privilege are those most sion to the diversity requirement just
al as too controversial/ polemical, in need of this curricular require1- a recent phenomenon?," "Will stuand political.. .Additionally," some meht. This proposal adds an impor- dents have to take more classes
students were concerned about the tant component to a liberal arts edu- because of the proposed revisions?,"

Bro discusses the big issues onWMHB

and "Is this the best way to improve
the diversity requirement?" This
document, too, was read by Dean

Yetenan at the meeting.
Other than Coughlin and Aldous,
students were not permitted to
attend the meeting. However, before
the meeting began, there was a pos-

Corning Out Day
chalkings spark
controversy

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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President William D. "Bro " Adams and Todd Bergstrom '02 in the WMHB studio during Tuesday's interview.

By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Colby President William D. "Bro"
Adams appeared on WMHB
Tuesday to address concerns about a
number of issues. During the interview, DJs Todd Bergstrom '02 and
Patrick Benton '05 talked to Adams
about alcohol policy, the Coming
Out Day controversy, the swastika
found in the Pub, the upcoming
Posse program to increase diversity
and revision of the wellness and
diversity requirements.
. Afte r a scheduling mixup that
resulted in Adams arriving 15 minutes late, Benton wasted no time
raising the issue that is almost synonymous with "Bro" in many students' minds - the future of Colby's
alcohol policy.
i- The issue became more prominent last year when the Echo
Obtained an internal memo suggesting that banning hard alcohol is one
option the College could take to
excessive drinking on campus.
However, in the interview, as lie has
On several other occasions, Adams
made clear that no decision on the
issue has yet been made and that no
policy changes are forthcoming.
* Nevertheless, "I think it is our
obligation to provide more and more
various activities on campus," he
said. "We need "to provide support
for students who don't want to make

alcohol the center of their social life.
I think the best way to combat irresponsible drinking is to address the
issue," with programs , such as
Colby's CARE survey, which seeks
to dispel myths about the amount of

drink-ing on campus.
The next topic Adams discussed
was the fallout from last week's
National Coming Out Day chalkings. Bergstrom asked a question
from Professor of American Studies
Margare t McFadden about why
Security had removed the rainbow
gay pride flag from the flagpole on
Thursday, but Adams said had no
specific knowledge about that inci•>.
dent.
Bergstrom then asked whether
the College "should be supporting
the type of expression " seen on the
quad , which many found offensive.
Adams responded that "The fullest
|)ossible understanding of free
expression is very, very important
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dents?"
"I resist a little, actually I resist a
lot, the term 'buying,'" Adams
responded . "These are very significant financial aid grants for ten students a year, and given what it
mi ght do, I think it's a worthy
investment."
The administration's response to
the swastika incident in the Pub,
which some students have complained wasn't strong enough, was
also addressed. "I think our
response was strong," Adams said,
referring to the all-campus email
sent Out by Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. "These events are unacceptable, painful, demeaning and in
every way regrettable. I-know these
kinds of events can be jarri ng, but I
think it can also be the work of a single person," he added,- suggesting
that swastikas found on campus
over the past few years could be
related. "I don't think it is in any
way representative of the institution."
Bergstrom and Benton next asked
abou t proposed revisions to both the
wellness and diversity distribution
requirements. About the wellness
requirement, Adams said "my
impression from talking to students
is that it is not particularly effective
(to require a series of lectures), and I

See WMHB , continued on
page 3
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With National Coming Out Day
(Thursday, Oct. 11) how behind us,
discussion is now stirring around the
issue of the gay pride chalkings,
which were written on the pavements
around campus. In the Digest of
General Announcements, students
have been expressing both their support and disapproval of the inscriptions; some believe that they are
unnecessarily offensive, while others
claim that they are necessary to raise
queer awareness on campus, because
Colby, in ggneral, functions on the
default assumption oFKeterosexuality
Most students, however, seem to fall
somewhere in between those two
arguments.
While not opposed to the intention
of the chalkings to promote visibility
of gay pride, Nathaniel Emery '04
questioned whether "writing frustrated messages on walkways" is really
the purpose of National Coming Out
Day
"Back in San Francisco," he wrote,
"we have Gay Pride Parades. If you're
a member of the Gay Community
then why not show some pride, and
show people how happy you are with
your sexual preference? If you show
people all of your frustrations and
your anger, some of which may be an
inner battle with yourself, then it is all
going to reflect back upon you and
(unfortunately because people stereotype) on the Gay Community as
well,..so hey, you're you. Be proud."
Similarly, Chris Becker '03 said that
while he supports gay rights and gay

pride events, he feels that "using such
words as 'fuck' or saying that being
gay is better than being straight does
not get the point across." Rather, he
said, obscenities "detract from the
message as well as making the entire
chalking, and possibly all the other
chalkings, seem crude." He also said
that as a heterosexual , he felt like "a
perpetrator. I feel as if I have been
labeled and If I (am) somewhat at
fault. That makes it hard for me to

want to be supportive of the gay community,"
In response to these sentiments,
President of the Bridge, Holly
Brewster 'Q2, stated that "the point of
National Coming Out Day is to be visible. It is to try to make people think
differently about the issues that surround the queer community...The
downside of all of this is, of course,
that ih order to get those people to
think, you have to be a bit more
obnoxious than usual...The biggest
problem, in terms of the queer community at Colby,is that it is simply not
visible. The chalkings were meant to
stir dialogue where it doesn't normally occur. They clearly achieved their
-^—~ . ¦-.-: ,-^- . .
goat"
In response to the specific chalkings, she added that "I know that two
moms are not better than one, I don't
care if lesbian sex is better^ and I don't
even know what 'gay men are better'
even refers to. The point is that everyday the queer students on this campus are told that straight is better, that
they are not equal. The point of the
chalkings was to, even briefly, make
people know how that feels."
Julia Steele '03 added that "364
days a year, we live in a society that
institutionalizes ideas that "one mom
IS better than two,"and "straight men
ARE better than gay men. Why not
have one day that allows people to
step back and think about the opposite. Thaf s all we're asking."
Correspondingly, Amy Reznitsky
'02 asserted that queer individuals
live in a world dominated by heterosexual parameters. "The chalkings,"
she claimed, "were meant to raise
awareness and to enable queer students to claim their identity, thereby
creating their owrTpIarameters. They
were extreme, but they were pushing
the parameters that have controlled
the discourse thus far."
Finally, Gillian Fisher '04 argued
specifically against some of the language of the accusations made in the
Digest.
"I am so tired of hearing terms like
'heinous disrespect,' 'gross act of vandalism, discretion, and disrespect,'
and 'vulgar inanity.' I'm sorry, but
drawing with sidewalk chalk, or even
posting papers on carved rocks just
can't be compared with the vulgar,
heinous brutal beating to death of, for
example, Matthew Shepherd...To me,
the 'vulgar inanity' lies in the fact that
anyone could point an accusing finger
at a group of people who respond to a
daily, universal battle against bigotry,„with a few posters and some

See CONTROVERSY
continued on page 2
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for the institution. Because someone
was offended by a piece of language
doesn't mean that language shouldn't be heard ."
On the more general subject of
diversity at Colby, Adams was asked
why so few minority students
choose to apply here. He said that he
believes Colby 's history as a predominantly white institution and its
location in central Maine were significant obstacles.
"We have to work on all kinds of
fronts," he said. "Until we become a
manifestly diverse community, we
need to learn how to be an accepting, tolerant and open place. I think
there are certain things we can do
about that."
One of those things is the Posse
program, which pays for ten innercity minority students to come to
Colby each year. "The Posse program will be an important departure
for us," said Adams. "It will bring us
into contact with students who otherwise wouldn't look at Colby at all.
I think they'll bring a lot to the institution."
Adams' comments in support of
the Posse program prompted
Bergstrom to comment that "it
seems like Colby is buying these students. Wh y can 't we divert (the
money that would be spent on the
program) to admissions so they can
go to the inner cities and recruit,
rather than just buying ten stu-

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

sibility thatone student could speak
in support of the proposal. Of the
many supporters outside Lovejoy
100, Peter Girard '02 was elected to
the position. He cited three of lhe ten
educational precepts that compose
Colby's Mission Statement. They
are: to become knowledgeable about
American culture and the current
and historical interrelationships
among peoples and nations; to leairn
how people differing from oneself
have contributed to the richness and
diversity of society, how prejudice
limits such personal and cultural
in
-r^nrj^_hment,.^nd how each dividual can confront intolerance; . to
understand and reflect searchingly
upon one's own values and the val'¦' * ' ¦
ues of others.
Results of the vote will be printed
in the Echo following the Nov. 14
faculty meeting.
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Students interested in figure skating know that ice time
on Colby's rink is scarce during the winter. Last year, the
¦
Waterville Region Skating . ¦¦
Club of Maine gave Melissai ¦¦
Trout '01, Cara Erdheim '01 '
and Elizabeth Monahan - 01 '
the opportunity to do volunteer work with the club and ..
get ice time in the process.
Anyone who would like to
volunteer this year should call
Emily Poulin at 445-2634. ; '
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o
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One of the many sta tements promoting GLBT rights appearing on campus walkways last week.
chalk. I don't feel bad that the words
on the sidewalk offended anyone, but
I ache knowing that some people are
more offended by chalk than the violence and bigotry that occurs against
fellow human beings every single

day" ';
The chalkings as a communicative
message have provoked avid discussion of gay rights at Colby - one of the
many concerns of diversity the canv
pus seeks to address. As deliberations

to increase multicultural enrollment.
President Adams responded to this
by saying that, "there is not enough
diversity in the applicant pooL. we
can't find enough qualified minority
students to take the grants funds."
One of the main reasons minority
students":do not consider attending
Colby is due to its present lack of
minority enrollment. Therefore, the
administration sees the .Posse program as a catalyst for creating a more
diverse campus environment and
attracting more minority students.
The college has allocated funds for
approximately ten new faculty positions. . Adams reports that five of
these will go toward fulfilling the 35
faculty requested by existing departments and programs. The Dean of
Faculty and the divisional chairs will
determine which trf -these positions
will be filled. The other five new faculty will be assigned to academic
programs not yet in existence, such as
the proposed Center for Public and
International .Affairs and the Center
for Creative Writing.
The question was raised about
vehicle purchases for Security and
the Physical Plant Department. Some

students did not agree that the SUVs from "technical limitations, but is still
recently purchased were a good idea, a good space." While there may be
environmentally or financially. minor renovations to Strider, the new
Adams mentioned that, for the music performance space will not be
"(Administrative
Vice designed for theater events.
future,
President) Arnie Yasinski is in serious
There will, however, be a new
exploration of alternative vehicles. black box theater constructed as an
We're looking real hard at propane addition or renovation to the Runnals
vehicles, electric vehicles and bicy- Building. "We will have to do that
' ¦' ¦' ¦ ¦ 7 . .
cles."
within the next five to ten years," said
Asked about student program- Adams.
ming funds, President Adams said
On the subject of dorm renovathat the campus plan intends to allo- tions, one student voiced the comcate an additional $25,000 to the Dean plaint that all of the dorms were
of Students office to sponsor events, beginning to look alike after inside
and $20,000 for Pugh Center activi- renovations. Adams explained this
¦
ties. . .
by saying that the college had certain
Kassman stated that the extra standards and so "everything must
money going toward her office is be of a comparable quality/' and-the
needed to "provide programming for same architectural firm has been used
students during Jan Plan" when the for all residence hall renovations.
Student Government and Social
In terms of external renovations
Programming Board is not available and the designs for future buildings,
to plan events for students on cam- there is no strong consensus about
pus during January.
how far the college should depart
The plan for the physical campus from the Georgian style arid original
includes the construction of a new Larson plan for the layout of the cammusic performance and instruction pus. Adams stated, however, that
space as well as a new black box the- "if s safer to be consistent."
ater. Adams stated that for theater
performances, Strider Theater suffers

about the diversity requirement and
queer issues progress, members of the
Colby community will undoubtedly
gain a greater understanding of each
other and themselves.

President answers questions on campus plan

By GAVIN O'BRIEN
FEATURES EDITOR

On Tuesday, Oct. 9, President
William D. "Bro" Adams answered
questions from students on the presiprocess.
dential
p lanning
Accompanied by Dean of Students,
Janice JCassman, he discussed such
topics as diversity initiatives, dorm
renovations, electric vehicles, new
faculty positions and social programming.
Adams began.by stressing the
importance of input from the entire
campus community as the planning
process continues. "If s still a draft
and is bound to evolve more," he
said. In response to concerns of a
potential housing shortage, Adams
stated that "the hope is to stay
around 1800 students. We think that
will leave us with 100 living off campus on average."
He acknowledged that there may
be problems resulting from fwer students studying abroad in the spring
due to concerns regarding terrorist
activity. The college would respond
by "permitting a few more students
to live off campus." There are no

plans for new residence halls on campus, though renovations will continue with Roberts Row, Averill, and
Johnson. "By the time that's done, we
should have terrific residence halls,"
said Adams.
The lack of social gathering spaces
for students was also addressed at
the, meeting. Dorms have generally
been losing lounge space over the
past few years, and the college cannot
guarantee that students will use the
space that remains. In Cotter Union,
"there aren't gathering spaces that
draw and hold students," said
Adams.
'
While the financial resources to
substantially renovate the building
are lacking, the administration has
discussed potentially converting
Page Commons into an area for students to ' gather, while constructing
another space off of the Roberts
building in which to hold campus
events.
In regards to diversity,several students questioned the college's
involvement with the Posse program.
They asked whether the money used
to provide full tuition for ten students
a year could be better used elsewhere

Tom andJPat Gish named 2001 Lovejoy fellows
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President Adams presents Tom and Pat Gish with honorary Doctor of Laws degrees nt the Lovejoy Convocation.

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
N EWS EDITOR

Tom and Pat Gish have been fig hting a battle since they were young journalists at the University of Kentuck y.
They are now grandparents; however,
they have not yet given up the fight.
Journalism is a demanding career thnt
challenges ethics, freedom of '.-.jj ecch,
and even sometimes has demanded
that they give their precious time to, go
from a small town in the Appalachian
Mountains of Kentucky, to a school in
the middle of Maine to receive nn
award. They were the reci p ients of the
Lovejoy award this year on Thursday,
Oct. 11 they received honorary doctorates and gave a speech concerning
their lives as journalists.
Owning a weekly, small town
newspaper is not a glamorous job. Tlie
Gishes have fought against the town
council, the local school, home-loan
gouging, policebrutality,the failures of
the war on poverty, and the mining
Industry. When they first bought their

Waterville skating group
looking for volunteers

newspaper, The Mountain Eagle, they ly killed b y an angry mob outside of
were banned from attending meetings, his offices. Parish was the first martyr
hnd most of their advertisements taken to freedom of the press in the United
out, and were threatened by the coal States, His name was attached to the
mining industry thnt was the source of award given by a committee made up
many problems in their small town. of many jou rnalistic minds from the
Their small office was once burned United States and awarded to a jourdown by nn angry policeman who , nnlistic humanitarian. There has been
never had to serve j ail time. 1hey have only one other instance that the award
not lot anything come between them- was given to two people in the same
selves and the pursuit of tru th. It is for year.
their persistence and their excellent
"In our efforts to learn more about
journalism skills that they have Elijah Parish Lovejoy we both have
received the Lovejoy award this year. It been struck by the similarities between
wns also the first time a weekly news- the many things that happened to Mr.
paper had received the award.
Lovej oy and our own adventures and
"We have gotten so much personal misadventures over the years," said
satisfaction from the job. We like what the Gishes in their speech at the convowe do. That is more important than cation. "There Of course are differences,
any amount of moneta ry award," said the most obvious being that we have
Tom Gish. "It's fun."
been fortunate enough not to share his
Elij ah Parish Lovejoy graduated fate.,, Perhaps the moat important
first in the class of 1826 nt Colby nnd thing that we share with Mr. Lovejoy is
went on to begin a newspaper in the that we have been editors of smallIllinois that combated slavery. His town newspapers that confronted
newspaper was burned io the ground harsh economic arid social issues
numerous times and he was eventunl- affecting the community and its resi-

dents."
Although the Gishes had no mission when they moved to Kentucky, it
was quickly apparent to them that they
were in an area that was in dire need of
help. "Unlike Mr. Lovejoy, we did not
have a cause to pursue. But it did not
take us long to find several," they said.
At first the residents of the area
were opposed to The Mountain Eagle,
they did not like their tactics that
roused such strong opinions and
denounced the coal mining industry
that was the mainstay for many people
in the area. What the people soon came
to realize was that Tlie Mountain Eagle
was helping their situations. It was
bringing to light inj ustices that were
occurring
in the Appalachian
Mountains.
The coal companies were buying
land with a substantial amount of coal
for 50 cents an acre. The Gishes began
to write articles on such events and the
community began to accept them as a
credible, investigating newspaper.
Soon, The Mountain Eagle was getting
phone calls from people who wenupset that it was not covering certain
events. Residents began to call the
office when they saw what they
believed to be injustices. One of the
Gishes would grab a camera, sometimes shut clown the office, and go out
on location to get the scoop.
"The mountain people of the
Appalachian area are known in history
and in literature for their stern character, their fierce independence. But
mountain people lost their independence in the earl y yenrs of the twentieth century when eastern financial
interests decided they wanted those
billions of tons of coal there beneath
Ine hills and valleys," snid the Gishes,
"Tliere is no question thnt many mountain land owners had no idea at all of
the value of their coal, nnd were quite
willing to accept the offered prico of 50
cents per acre."
lhe Mountain Eagle ran many stories about how unjust the coal company was treating the area residents. "So
lonfl as it was just some widow living
at Uie head of n hollow somewhere
who dared to challenge a bulldozer, the

coal companies were free to do about
anything they wanted to do. Their
greatest enemy was the reporter and
his camera," said the Gishes.
The couple made many enemies
over the years. Many threats were
made against them, however, one such
threat proved to be devastating. A
police officer burned down the offices
of The Mountain Eag le. Tlie Gish family did not miss a beat. They ran an
issue the next week with the masthead
changed from saying "It .screams!" to
"It still screams." The officer was convicted, but he spent no time in jail.
Freedom of the press is obviously a
big issue for the Gishes. "Free speech
and 'freedom of the press is not an
absolute-it all can vanish tomorrow if
society makes the decision that there
are some truths too terrible to be told,
or too terrible to hear," said the Gishes.
"We are deeply concerned that our
freedoms are in danger. The threats
and the culprits are many... The way
things are going, a half-dozen multibillion dollar corporations will soon
control it all. Instead of a nation with
countless numbers of voices, we may
soon hear nothing but the well-disguised views of chief corporate executives."
li
The Gishes are worried that journa listic integrity is going by the way side
nnd that companies hold control over
what the American public sees nnd
does not see. They cited the example
thnt a company that owns 1,200 radio
stations banned a list of more than 150
songs on Sept. il.
"Freedom of the press guarantees
were not written into America's Bill of
Rights to protect the big corporations
ri ght to control what America sees and
hears," they said, "ft has always been
our fi rm belief thnt press freedoms
were written into the basic fabric of
American life because our founding
fathers knew thnt democracy can be
triumphant onl y if It hns informed citizens... Throw away our freedom to
know nnd to share Information and we
throw nway our country. America is
about a whole lot more than the corporate bottom line."

Environmental Artist . '
On* Wednesday, Oct 24,
Maine environmental artist
and activist KatRleen Florance
will display and discuss
"Preservation ," an interactive
exhibit of paper panels, sculptured nests, and words.
Florance uses her art for social
and environmental activism.
The exhibit was originally an
outdoor installation at the
Ducktrap River Preserve in
Lincolnville. Florance will display part of her installation,
"Protection" and talk with students about how art can be a
tool for environmental action.
A Slide Lecture/will be held in
the Philson Lounge 4-5 p.m.
Craft Fair
Colby 's annual craft fair will
be held on Oct. 27 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Field House.
The fair, one the state's finest,
will feature displays from
more than 85 crafters from
around Maine.
Bedrooms and Corridors
Powder and . Wig will present "Bedrooms & Corridors"
by Noah Londer Charney '02.
The play is a comical slapstick
farce and is . _ directed by
Professor
David
Mills.
Performances will be held in
the Cellar Theater of the
Runnals Building on Oct. 25
and 26 at 8 p.m., and on Oct.27
at both 2 and 8 p.m. For ticket
information, call extension
3358 (872-3358 from off campus).
Symphony Orchestra
On Saturday, October 27, the
Colb y Symphony Orchestra,
under
the
direction
of
Associate Professor of Music
Jonathan Hallstrom, will perform its first concert of the fall
season. The performance will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel and is part of the Music
at Colby Series. The concert
program will feature Igor
Stravinsk y 's suite from the ballet Pulcinella and Anton
Dvorak's Symp hony No. 9 (5)
"From the New World."
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don't thirik we should require ineffective things. We need to examine
it, and if we decide that it isn't Working, we should simply stop requiring it."
In regards to the more controversial , diversity requirement,
Adams said that he supported
making some change to the
requirement. However, he was
unsure of the "methodological and
theoretical narrowness of the language" in the proposal to revise it.
-—"Pm—also^-concerned—with the
ability of the proposed revision to
rally support across campus in
order for the ,revision to be effective," he said, "t don't think we
want a requirement that would be
extremely-controversiaLto-the-Student body."
. Adams addressed concerns that
he. isn't available enough on campus J^y saying that he has been
making a significant effort to meet

^ftste re^
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

with students informally in dining
halls and dorms. He _al|o invited
anyone with a concerfiiiney would
like to discuss with him to stop by
his office.
"I'm very receptive to visits in
my office , and I'm very receptive
to going out to places where students gather," he said. "That type
of informal meeting with students
is most helpful for 'me to get to
know the community. It 's a lot of
fun for me and I learn a lot."—
- Noting that each of Colby 's last
three presidents, William R. Cotter,
Robert E.L. $trider and Julius S.
Bixler, all served for many years,
Benton asked Adams what about
his long-term career plans. "I hope
ifs going to,be-long-term,7heji .aid.
"I can't promise that if s going to
be that long-term, but I look forward to being here as long as I can
continue to make contributions to
the school."

Hondurari activist to
speak about Fair Trade

By LAUREL WOOWARD

STAFF WRITER

Mornings people sit down to
enjoy a steaming cup of freshly
brewed coffee; however, on few of
these mornings has anyone given a
second thought as to where their
'coffee came from.
Today at 4 p.m. in the Pugh
Center, Honduran activist Elvia
Alvarado will be speaking at Colby
about the plight of coffee growers in
Central America. Global Exchange, a
Fair Trade organization, is sponsoring the ten-day tour that will bring
her to campus.
7 According to John Talbot, an
Associate Professor of sociology,
who arranged Alvarado's visit,
"Coffee is important because it is the
second most valuable export for
most developing cquntries, after oil.
Quite a few poor developing countries depend upon coffee as their
main export. In Central America,
over 20 million small farmers grow
coffee , and their lives depend upon
its sale. As a result, the recent crisis
in the coffee market is having devastating effects.
During her visit, Alvarado hopes
to enlighten Colby students about
Fair Trade Certified coffee, an alternative designed to provide financial
assistance to struggling farmers."
Alvarado is a coffee farmer and
activist fromJblonduras, the poorest
country in Central' America. She has
been involved in the coffee industry
since she was a child. As a child, her
parents sent her to work in a
maquiladora because they needed a
way to make enough money to keep
food on the table.
As a young adult, Alvarado was
trained by the Catholic Church to
organize groups to fight malnutrition in Central America. Through
this exposure to poverty and ' malnutrition, Alvarado began to question
the reason that so many Honduran
campesinos were so often malnourished and poor. Her curiosity
encouraged her to travel through
Honduras. During her travels, she
became increasingly aware of the
apparent discrepancies between the
lifestyles of coffee farfners and those
of coffee retailers.
In li ght of her awareness,

Alvarado organized protests and
other actions in an attempt to
improve the welfare of coffee farmers, or campesinos. She has been
harassed, jailed, and tortured at the
hands of the Honduran military
because of her protest activities.
More recently, she has become
involved with helping to improve
the plight of local peasant farmers in
light of the crisis in the coffee, industry. She now encourages the use of
Fair Trade Certified coffee.
Specialty coffee normally retails
for $10 a pound/ but recently it has
taken a dive in world export price
from around $1 to 49 cents a pound.
Campesinos generally receive half
of the world price, which results in a
family income of $600 a year. This is
not enough to cover the cost of production, which sends many families
into an inescapable cycle of poverty
and debt.
Families in Mexico, Nicaragua,
and El Salvador are facing the loss of
their land as a result of their indebtedness. Farmers in all three of these
countries have begun to demand
government support for farmers on
the brink of starvation. The lack of
response to their impoverished condition has resulted in political
unrest.
In an attempt to improve conditions, an independent monitoring
system has been developed to produce coffee under Fair Trade conditions.
The "Fair Trade Certified" label
guarantees that importers pay a
minimum price of $1.26 a pound,
offer credit at fair terms, and work
with democratically organized
cooperatives. This program helps to
promote social justice by providing
much needed assistance to farming
families in need, by tri pling the
annual income of families in developing nations. The recipients of this
program include 500,000 coffee
farmers in 20 different countries.
Alvarado is coming to Colby to
not only speak about this Fair Trade
program, but also to offer a free fair
trade coffee sampling, and provide
information about the new national
movement that is working to
demand Fair Trade Certified coffee
in communities in the United Sta tes.
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California expands registration law for sex offenders to colleges

In recent decades, alcohol-related deaths on college campuses have
resulted in immediate pressures on the nation's schools by groups far and
wide. A study by the American Medical Association released in September
showed that 95 percent of parents of college students believe excessive alcohol consumption to be a serious risk to their children.
This pressure has led universities to take many steps. Yet for the most
part, very little research has been completed showing the effectiveness of
various strategies at reducing high-risk drinking on campus.
Data from the Harvard College Alcohol Study, which analyzed drinking
behavior at 119 of the nation's schools, showed that the "binge" drinking
rate fell only slightly, from 44 to 43 percent, between 1993 and 1997. Data
from 1999 show the rate held fairly steady at 44 percent.
A number of programs have been imp lemented across the country to
help curb excessive drinking. These include offering alcohol-free social and
recreational options, limiting alcohol availability on and near campus and
restricting the marketing and promotion of alcohol to students.
Also included in this group of strategies is "social norms marketing," a
strategy being instituted at a number of campuses. Such programs, including Colby 's CARE survey attempt to educate students about actual drinking levels on campus, as opposed to how much th ey think others drink.
Evidence suggests that once students' misperceptions of the norm are corrected th rough public awareness campaigns, drinking levels appear to
Jr
decline.

California Governor Gray Davis has signed a bill that will force convicted sex offenders who enroll in or become employed by any California college to register with campus police.
Under the bill, authored by Assembly member Patricia Bates (R-Laguna
Nigel), failure to register will be considered a criminal offense. The measure
was signed into law Monday and will go into effect October 2002.
"We had expected this bill to come forward," said University of
California police. Captain Bill Cooper. "It's good for the university."
Sex offenders living in UC-Berkeley housing are already required by law
to register with campus police. But crimes committed on campus by noncampus residents are difficult to track, Cooper said.
"Sex offense happens all over, but we have such a high concentration of
people here," Cooper said.
According to UC police statistics, five cases of forced sexual assaults,
including rape and attempted rape, were reported in the 2000 calendar
year.
But critics warned that the new law makes convicted sex offenders feel
stigmatized. Civil liberties organizations such as the American Civil
Liberties IJnion and the California Attorneys for Criminal Justice say they
adamantly oppose the new registration requirement.
Some sex offenders trying to reform their lives by going to college may
abandon their plans for self-improvement because of the law, said Scott
Ciment, a lobby ist for Attorneys for Criminal Justice.
"It's sad that we're doing this to the extent that (the law) is going to discourage people from going to class," Ciment said. "It's counterproductive."
Comp iled by Liz Bomze
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in a fine to be divided amongst
A propped open door will result
¦ ¦¦
¦
residents of a certain dorm.. - '

iiltiiir*

$3Tea

we have sometimes heard of the person responsible, but they were not
actually found. We hope to' get charges
in the hands of the-ri ght ' people rather
Dorm damage has been an ever- than everyone in the dorm, Wq hope
present problem at Colby. For most that someone will recognize an event
students, the charge at the end of the where many people who committed
year for dorm damage was a shock and the act and act on it."
difficult to explain to parents. This
The cost for each act of vandalism is
summex_ E>ean of Housing, Paul recorded in the student handboojk,
Johnston and Stephanie Eidt, assistant however, few people actually take the
director of residential life, came up time to investigate such details. This
with a plan to by and make the charges •way,each act has a price next to it and
of
less of a surprise.
a detailed ac^unt what happened.
¦
.. Their plan was to create a website The hope ismafoncepeople realize the
that was accessible to all members of amount of money they are costing
the Colby community. This goal was themselves and other students, they
accomplished and the website is now will stop the destruction.
set-up.
The
address
is
"We have seen messages sent
www.colby.edii/ dos/ residential/ dam between residents of certain dorms.
age;htmlT~Itr-requires-a-log-in-so-that TJiey-ask-for-people-'to stop-propping
only members of the community are doors and such things. People ate
able to access the reports. The website upset that there are residents who are
has links to each of the dorms and causing damage . to occur," said
specifies what damage has been done Johnston. "A lot of stuff could be
and how much each costs. At the bot- avoided. Hall staff and hall leaders are
tom, there is a cost per person in the helping out with the situation."
dojm as well.
Right now, the web site is updated
. ' It took about two weeks to get (the. whenever the reports from PPD come
website) up arid ntnning. We worked out. "We have been working to get
with ITS to create the site," said Eidt.
weekly or bi-weekly updates," said
¦' ;¦
'• „
Dean Johnston said, "It was always Eidt, •' '
__ •
a surprise at the end of the semester for
"I think dorm damage is less this
dorm damages. The system, until now, year so far. Buildings that were a big
was to notify students through their concern last year are doing much bethall staff. It wasn't a very effective way ter. It is all stuff that could be avoided.
because (the-report) was usually post- Overall there has not bfen any major
ed and not many students stop to actu- damage. There are no specific dorms
ally look at the damage reports... We that stand out so far this yettr," said
thought it was a neat way "to get the Eidt. ¦Tt is early7~however, but we.are
information into the hands of anyone keeping our fingers crossed." 'V'-,
who wanted to see it."
Dorms that have no dorm damage
Eidt was the main force behind the yet this year include Williams,; Mary
project? "More than anything-we-want^ Low, East Quad,—and Woodman.
ed the students to have the informa- Dorms with the most dorm damage
tion. It is a dream that students will are The Heights with $700 and Alfond
look at the damages and see the cost with $698. The dorms that have the
and let us know who did the damage," highest cost per person so far this year
she said.
are Heightswith $7.55 and Pierce with
Dean Johnston added, "In the past $16.67 per person.
NEWS EDITOR¦ -.~7

Amor/lnt'l Schools hire 750 teachers/ Interns yearly through
Search Associates. Seminar/preliminary Interview algn-ups on Fri.
9 Nov. (7 p.m.) OR Sat.10 Nov. (10 a.m.) -- prompty please.
Attucka room . Hyatt Hotel, 575 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Ma. .
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which included Capitalism, "the
American
Dream", Marxism, and
STAFF WRITER
Globalization. Globalization' is why
agencies
like
the
For many workers around the lending
International
Monetary
Fund
and
world, life is extremely difficult. The
workers keep obscene hours for the World Bank favor capitalism.
"Capitalism is the Americanos
much less-than minimum wage,
"
They are tired, sick, and see no end home growrr popular version ^o
to their suffering. Many large corpOr explain poverty." Bestemen said,
rations are taking advantage of their "The belief democracy equals capipoverty.In many third world coun- talism- equals freedom is just not
tries in all areas of the globe, such as realistic."
Besternen studied in Somalia in
Brazil, the Carribean, and Somolia,
the 1930'S after the desperate counarid
not
many
starving
le
are
\peop
people are attempting to help them try had accepted theTMF's loan. The
IMF Jhad poured money into the
combat their situation.
Wednesday, however, Jubba Valley to help modernize the
! Last
Colby's Awareness club hosted a lec- country—by building a dam that
ture about the Consequences of the would create jobs arid stimulate the
economy.
-Global¦JEo_ojd_ SystgmL Catherine ~~~
"did~ not~workr-Private
The^Tan
professor "~ of
Bestemen ,
the land from the
owners
.bought
Anthropology, and Jonathan White,
"owned"
it before.
farmers
who
professor of sociology and economMost
of
the
money
was
swallowed
ics, hoped to create awareness to the
^
issues and hopefull y begin to help by the costs of technology and
combat such problems. The profes- experts. Food production plummetsors gave lectures on links between ed since Somalia was forced to comIMF, the United States' food con- pete with a global market. Also, this
occurred during the Persian Gulf
sumption, and world poverty.
White quoted Martin Luther King War and troops were placed in the
saying, "Inju stice anywhere is an country.
"Does Globalization work? You
affront to justice everywhere."
do
the math." Bestemen asked as she
Peop le are loosing jobs, children are
closed
her speech with her personal
being used as soldiers, thousands of
¦ -. ;
experience.
people are starving, and .Americans
"Banking on Life and
A
video
are losing jobs to foreign sweatshop
Debt"
was
shown to the group.
markets because poverty is not just a
then
gave
his opinion on instiWhite
foreign issue, it is a human issue.
tutions
like
the
World
Bank and IMF.
The Awareness club proposed
:' . '" . .' '
He
believes
that
they
are
not the sole
- .: * ':
that all the attendees fast for one
Professor
Cattiermett
Anthr
opology
,of
but
that
they
cercause
of
poverty,
week. They are asked to give up
"unclean" products such as bananas, tainly play a role. In a 15-year peri- when you are a living in a poor Structural Adj ustment Programs
coffee, and beef that promote low od, there has been a net. transfer of nation,"" White said. "A rising tide that, "enforce regulations which
wages, poor working conditions and 370 billion dollars from poorer lifts all boats, unless of course, the force indebted countries to promote
southern nations to the wealthier
maintain poverty.
tide sinks the boat first."
sweatshops, produce products for
northern
nations.
Bestemen talked about four genThe
countries
that
dealt
with
the
export to wealthy nations rather
"It is particularly a lot of money
eral theories of the causes of poverty,.
IMF were forced to agree to than for the subsistence of their own

By MELISSA HERNANDEZ
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STAFF WRITER

Each spring, the last issue of the
Echo is filled with made-up satirical
news stories and photos taken by the
editorial -staff. -Last year's issue
offended many and . a copy of the
Bigball Enforcement Agency photo
from "The Crack-Ho" was used to
publicize Men Against Sexism and
Homophobia's (MASH) forum on
Tuesday, Oct. 9. The discussion was
centered around issues of sexism
and homophobia on Colby 's campus, but spent much of the time talking about the joke issue.
The meeting began with-a sharing of reactions to this photo of
Patrick Bernal '01 wielding a bat
behind the bent-over, SGA President
Jennifer Coughlin '02. Those present
agreed that the photo had disturbed
them at the time of publication but
differed on the role a photo like this
played in the occurrence of sexism
and homophobia at school.
' "Does the j oke issue's mocking of
sexism make it a mainstrea m occurrence?" asked Julia Steele '03. Others
argued that it was worthless to be
tearing at the joke issue because it
does not solve anything, nor does it
address the roots of these issues.

"Everyone finds (the joke issue)
offensive, yet everyone reads it. This
is what the Colby community needs
to look at critically," said Josh
Garfein '03.
However, much of the discussion
revolved
around
the responsibility
that Coughlin holds
as SGA president to
speak . out against
sexism. Students
wondered if Bernal
would have been so
criticized if he were
still at school. The
point was also
raised that people
may be buying into
gender roles by
holding Coughlin
more responsible
for the offense that was taken to the
"Crack :Ho" issue.
It was agreed that lines need to be
drawn as to what will be tolerated,
and where something is no longer a
jok e but becomes offensive,
The discussion turned to other
daily occurrences of sexism and
homophobia. Steele raised the topic
of groups that use sex to publicize
events. Examp les given were the
Colbyettes recent "Anything But

Clothes" show and the women's
lacrosse team advertising the short
skirts they wear for games.
"Is this just the easy way" to get
people's attention and participation,
"or the only way?" asked Garfein. .
"Are women
trying to take
back
control
this way ?" a
student wondered.
The
annual Colby
performance of
Eve
Ensler 's
"The
p lay
V a g i n a
Monologue s "
seemed
to
prove to some
that this is
exactly what is
happening. Yet some people found
the hype and merchandise sales of
this event at Colby to be offensive as
well.
The question of whether or not it
is necessary for women to shock
people into noticing them was left
unanswered and the topic switched
to homophobia. Again the joke issue
was mentioned because of the cover
photo of Coughlin kissing Kairlin
McCafferty '04.
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"This mocks the process of peop le coming j aut," said Steele. "It
would have been very different to
have seen two openl y lesbian
women kissing instead." It was
believed that this was another- case
of the blatant heterosexism, which
seems to prevail at Colby.
'
"How else does Colby render heteros as the norm but by making others invisible?" asked president of
MASH Jason Bougere '03. He felt
that the "pop culture propagates
comfort levels in society with homophobia." Others disagreed, arguing
that perhaps the Colby community
is more open and accepting than
they are given credit for.
Finally, Bougere asked if anyone
had any solutions to eliminating the
roots of sexism and homophobia.
Suggestions included taking notice
of offenses perpetrated , educating
people on these topics and standing
up against offenses especiall y by
outsiders to the group being offended, and supporting media diversity,
Brid ge dances and other similar
efforts. While no one had any concrete ways to alleviate these deepseated problems, all felt a forum
such as this was a positive start.
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population, and accept interest rates
that can never be reasonably paid
off" (from Fact Sheet: World Bank
and the IMF).
White said, "It is true that the
GNP has risen in countries that are

By RYAN DAVIS

EDITOR IN CHIEF

7

Following the mess at last year 's
Colby-Bates football game in
Lewiston where fans from both
^
sides fought on the field and threw
beer cans, Colby Security is taking
several precautions to avoid a repeat
when the Bobcats come to Waterville
on Oct. 27.
In addition to having additional
Colby personnel on hand, two Bates
Security officers and four Waterville
Police officers will be at the game "to
help with students who give us a
real hard time," said Director of
Security Pete Chenevert. In all, there
will be 10 or 12 security personnel at
the game, some of whom will have
camcorders tcT wdeotape "trouble
spots."
Members of the Colby administration and Bates Security met in
Augusta recentl y to discuss last
year 's game, according to Dean of
Students Janice Kassman. "We
talked about how we could have
better games in the future without
lewdness, crudeness and violence,"
she said. "I liken it to the ColbyBowdoin hockey game. In the past
there were problems and we had to
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aided by the IMF. But, the nations
that accepted the loans are now 60%
more in debt. Starvation, child labor,*
genocide and even terrorism have all
risen. The money is not going to the
¦
. . - .'
poor. You do the math ."

implement extra, security." Extra
security precautions like those at the
Bowdoin hockey game have never
before been taken at a football game..
According to Chenevert, one of
the main problerhs at last year's
game was that Bates allowed students to drink on the sidelines,
rather than in a designated tailgate
area. "It kind of got messy," he said.
"So we're going to make sure that
alcohol stays in the tailgate area."
The game will be held on
Homecoming / Family
Weekend,
increasing the need to keep things
orderly. "There will be a lot of parents, alumni and kids at the game,"
said Chenevert. "I hope there aren't
a few people who ruin everything
by deciding to do something realty^
stupid." - ,.„
Last year, drunk Bates students
dumped full beer cups on Colby
fans and tried to steal the Morty the
Mule mascot costume, initiating a
major fight. Two years ago, a van
full of Bates students came to Colby,
acted rowdy and urinated in the
parking lot. They were ejected from #
the game.
Nevertheless, "I hope things go
smoothly this year and I think they
will ," said Chenevert.
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Sexism and homophobia of
Echo joke issue discussed
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not involve credit card app lications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfuiidraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusrundraiser.coifr
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Website an important step in combating dorm damage
The construction of a website dedicated to mforrning students about
doftm damage is an excellent way to raise awareness of the subj ect. It is
notable that the construction of the site hias created dialogue about an
important issue on campus;* Not only are student and hall leaders discussing the issue, but residents of eachdorm have also taken an active role
in the discussion.
Hopefully,in revealing how much dorm damage costs students, the site
will encourage people to speak* out against, dorm damage and will force
some to reevaluate then*, actions. In the creation of the site, the administration has given the students the opportunity to change their actions and
change the climate on campus.
The site brings up very important issues that the student bod y may not
have been aware of in the past. Now students.can see what kind of damage
occurs, how frequentl y it takes place, and, most importantly, how much it
costs. This should be a very revealing process. Students will hopefully see
the problems and help to stop them. Dorm damage has been a big theme at
Colby in the past few semesters; this web site could potentially help render
the problem jess significant.
The administration obviously wants students who recognize an act of
vandalism to report it; however, the purpose of the site is merely to get
information out to students. This exchange of information is valuable
because it closes the gap between administration and student life. The
administration is not holding anything back and trusts the students with
the information.
The administration should be applauded for not only taking action to
combat such a bi g problem but also for allowing students to be more aware
of what is happening on campus. Awareness is the first step to finding a
solution to a problem and this site is a big step in addressing the problems
with dorm damage.
Digest not the p lace for political discussions
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We would like to remind everyone about the up coming football
game against Bates. On Oct. 27 the
Bobcats will be coming to town and
we would like to extend an invitation to the entire campus community. In 1999, Bates fans outnumbered
us on our own field. We do not want
to be outdone this year. Bring everyone you know, because the game is
always very~eompetitive;~and~this
year will be no different. We want
you to wear you "Buck Fates" Tshirts, paint your faces, and cheer us
on to victory.
While we encourage a lively
crowd, We do not want the incidents
of last year to overshadow the game.
For those of you who do not remember, there was an altercation between
a coup le of fans following-our- 14-0
win. As a safety measure, the security around the field will be doubled
in an effort to prevent a repeat performance . Support the Mules in
every way possible, but do not do
"
"

All I want is an apology. Plain
, and simple. The actions taken by the
organizers of National Coming Out
Day at Colby have alienated the
'7'GLBT community from the rest of
the campus. The reason wh y
National Coming Out Day was cret ated was to educate Americans
about the lives of GLBT people, to
dispel myths and misconceptioris,
and to hel p GLBT people live fuller
lives. In my op inion , those who
chalked the quad on Thursday did
', not carry out these princi ples.
,
First, I do not see how writing
*• "Two moms are better than one" on
'! the
ground
would
educate
¦.' Americans about the GLBT lifestyle.
.; If I were a simple-minded Colby stu|; |dent, my. fi rst thought would have
| ;been "Wow!These people reall y like
|wri ting on the ground!" I admit,
*, however, that there were some
•; (though not a lot) of statistics
. ' regarding GLBT on the ground as
• well, but I believe the crude and
offensive remarks scrawled next to
these things offset the good that it
' was supposed to bring.
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uncommon
Sense
Emma
McCahdless

It's a fairly obvious fact that life is
full of paradoxes. Some of these are
of the colossal, cosmic, "good-versus-evil" variety. But many more,
and the ones I'm going to focus on
today, are little, trivial paradoxes.
These are the frustrations and facts
of life that, although they may seem
insignificant in the grand scheme of
things, are incredibly significant to
each of us as we go about living our
day-to-day lives, and most of them
are ju st as universal as the "bigger"
ones.
First there are the little paradoxes
of the academic variety. For instance,
there is one surefire way to guaran-
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E. Ryan Swank '03

tee that you will get an Ajn a
course-take
it
Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory. Without fail, you will
ace. every exam 7 and paper once
you've filed that little blue sheet
with the registrar 's office. This fact
becomes especially true once the
deadline for revoking S/U options
has passed.
Another college-life paradox
involves an issue I addressed a few
weeks ago~procrastination. As
much as I continue to uphold the
view that procrastination is an ultimately bad idea, I've noticed that it's
still a very tempting notion, particularly when I've got a ton of stuff to
do. In fact, it's pretty much a guarantee that when you've got the most
amount of work to accomplish hi a
small space of time, that's when
you'll—fee- feeling your laziest.
Especially if you happen to have
Snood on your computer.

Exams come with lots of paradoxes attached. The most notablejs
spending precious minutes agonizing over One problem, question, or
essay paragraph, finall y finishing,
turning it in, and walking out of the
room to realize halfway back to your
dorm room that the answer is simple
and completely obvious-and not
even close to the one you put down.
Many of life's little paradoxes are
more socially than academically oriented. For examp le, when you're
really busy, as many college students
tend to be, it's easy to go quite some
time without talking to friends other
than a casual "hi" in passing. But, if
there's someone you're trying to
avoid, you often seem, destined to
spend Tots of time with them, no
matter how busy you are (or try to
make yourself seem).
Most of these paradoxes amount
to little more than anecdotal obser-

vations of the type that get turned
into Alanis Morissette songs.
Gigantic philosophical problems
don't really lend themselves to Echo
opinions columns very well, at least
not to the kind of column I write.
However, I don't think the smaller
issues are any less worthy of mention just because they seem unirn-:
portant miheiigger picture.
Life's little paradoxes can be frustrating, perplexing, and amusing.
Sometimes we notice and wonder
about them, other times we just pass
them off as facts of life or overlook
them entirely. But no matter how we
look at them (or even if we don't
look at them at all), the fact remains
that they exist. If nothing else,
they're part of what makes life inter*
esting.
Emf na McCandless is the Echo
Op inions editor.

I applaud measures made by our
Cultural Chair Kate Magnuson '02
and Pete Brush '03 of the Cultural
Events Committee for bringing in
diverse speakers on gay ri ghts such
as James Dale and Ann Coulter. This
type of propaganda actuall y educates people.
. -TT^^
Another example of '"educa ting
the campus would be the community forum instituted by our SGA
President
and
Vice-President.
Considering the public outrage in
of
the
Digest
General
Announcements and the Activists
List, I think it would be a good idea
if we had a debate on this issue
sometime in the near future.
Finall y, Colby also has Project
Ally which "promotes awareness
and non-jud gmental treatment of
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and questioning people by
providing education and training."
The people organizing this day separa ted themselves from the rest of
the Colby Community by not inviting any other diverse groups to hel p
them on National Coming Out Day.

Lexicon
Devils
Noah Charney
This article is one of the last in the
series on linguistic slip-ups, and our
attention focuses this week on foreign
informational bulletins, written in
English by well-meaning non-native
speakers, and displayed for the benefit
of confused American tourists.
Hotels try sincerely to make the
stay of American tourists as pleasurable as possible. For this reason, foreign hoteliers offer hel p ful services to
their patrons. In tlie information packet in a Yugoslavian hotel room, it may
be known that "The flattening of
underwear with pleasure is the j ob of
the chambermaid," That sounds slightly saucy. Or in a Moscow hotel room,
one may find the helpful checkout
instructions: "The passenger must get
free the room before two o'clocks of the
day they are abandoning in other case,
as the passenger fracture the day and
must the administration pay full."
There is an enigmatic sign in a
Milanese hotel: "No ladies in the

See COMING OUT
continued on page 6
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bra—she's lounge only." Hmmm. Signs
get transcendental at the entrance to an
Austrian ski resort: "Not to perambulate the corridor in the hours of repose
in the boots of ascension."
In a penurious hotel in Tokyo, "Is
forbidden to steal hotel towels please.
If you are not a person to do such a
thing is please not to read this notice."
In a Freudian-slippery Hungarian
hotel, "The lift is bring fixed for the
next day. During the that time we
regret that you will be unbearable." In
a Belgrade elevator, hel pful instructions are offered: "To move the cabin,
push the button for wishing floor.
Driving is then going alphabetically by
national order."
In a Parisian hotel, presumably of ill
repute, it is requested that guests
"Please leave your values at the front
desk." By a hotel room telephone in
Rome, there is a sign that reads,
"Please dial 7 to retrieve your car from
the garbage," And in Zurich, where
exhibitionism is the preferred way of
life: "Because of the impropriety of
entertaining guests of the opposite
gender in the bedroom, it is suggested
that the lobby be used f or this purpose."
Retail shops offer even more

| "Mid get Tossing." ' """]
Brian Wezowitz '02
Jeff Owen '03
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ple of different gender, for instance
men and women, live togetherlri one
tent unless they are married with each
other for that purpose." In a Tokyo
ladies' room, there is the simple yet
decisive exclamation, "Tidy HO!" on a.
sign on the wall. Along those lines, a
Roman doctor's office advertises that
they specialize "in women and other
diseases."
At a museum in Madrid, "Children
must enter with Parrots only." At a sign
in a Barcelona cafe: "Mister toilet
down. Mister toilet left." If anyone
named Mister Toilet ever shows up
there, he's going to be very confused.
In a Normandy Museum, there is a
map of the United Kingdom and
France, which reads, "Brittany, Ireland,
and Whales are almost connected, and
still are today." And in a Dan Quayle
moment, a faucet in an Italian train rest
room reads "Water not potatoble."
The winner of this week's Lexicon
Devils Award for silly informational
bulletins is a Bangkok dry cleaner, who
has a sign that reads: "For best results,
drop trousers here."

deli ghtful insanity. At a Hong Kong
dress shop, there is a sign that reads,
"Ladies have fits upstairs." At a prejudiced store in Nairobi, there is a water
fountain with a sign above it that
reads, "For humans only." In America,
someone would probably sue them for
bias. In the parking lot of a shop in
Athens, there is the priceless message,
"Park one hour. Later dick dock goes
the money clock." And at a strict Hong
Kong menswear shop, "Order your
summers suit, Because is big rush we
will execute customers in strict rotation."
At a Parisian watch maker's shop, a
Sign reads "Watch guts repaired." This
is a wonderfu l double-entend re,
wherein "watch" may be a verb or a
noun, for very different effects. As for
slightly, although inadvertentl y, menacing signs, in a Swedish fur coat shop:
"Fur coats made for ladies from their
own skin." Yikes. Or a sign in a Hong
Kong costume shop: "For turning
tricks on Halloween." In a restroom in
Finland, there is a highly personal
instruction written next to the sink: "To
stop the dri p, turn cock to ri ght."
A sign posted in Germany's Black
Forest reads; "It is strictl y forbidden in
our Black Forest camping site that peo-
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No/if iCharney is a iveekly
columnist for the Echo.
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As in other areas, there are certain
rules of etiquette that govern what
can be discussed and how it should
be- expressed .-These-soGial-conventions assume that certain topics are
both objective and . value-free.
However, all communicafloj-r is
inherently political; words arid ideas
support certain ways of being and
thinking while discrediting others.
Absolutely barring the emotional
from the realm of discussion is also a
political act, for it limits the ability to
challenge widely-held convictions
that are deeply rooted in emotion.
The reactions to the chalkings for
last week's National Coming Out
Day are an important example of
how conversational etiquette works

Dick dock goes the money clock
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Students who chalked quad are
heroes

at Colby and in society in general
threatens not only their identities
but also, as seen in cases of vicious
hatejcrimes, even their lives. The
chalkings are a way to challenge
biases about what is "normal" and
the structures of privilege built
around them.
Unlike other forms of emotionally charged speech, the chalkings
were based not on unexamined prejudice but rather on a coherent critique of the status quo. The multicolored messages call into- question _eer__
tain hidden assumptions that many
of us harbor; once we are aware that
these beliefs are there, we are
empowered to realize how they
impact our thoughts and actions. In
short, attacking grbups that society
disparages is oppression, while
attacking the widely held assumptions and beliefs that impede true
equity is heroisixi.

to discredit and invalidate viewpoints that challenge conventional
wisdom.
Many took offense at the use of
expletives, the assertion of certain
opinions (i.e. that "two moms are
better than one"),"and attacks on the
radical right, thus giving an excuse
to ignore: Jhe underlying message.
While everyone is entitled to his or
her own convictions about the style
it is important to
clarr
of expression^
ify why this type of communication
is-appropriate in-cases like-this-but
not in others.
The important criterion is, in my
opinion, the historical and/or present manifestation of inju stice. In
American society, heterosexuality is
undoubtedly the norm and the reference point for sexual orientation.
Because it is perpetually reinforced,
it seems to be the only legitimate
option. For those who don't fit neatly into the rigid heterosexual norm
(and I'd wager this applies to many
more at Colby than just those who
p icked up a p iece Of chalk
Wednesday night), the atmosphere

Pondering life 's little paradoxes

Coming Out Day
writings disgraceful
liberal fascism
t CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Brian Wezowicz '02
Patrick Fahey '02
Football team captains
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Over the past few weeks the Colby community has been bombarded
With messages in the "Digest of General Announcements" that are not actually announcements but rather political arguments. The topics raised range
from gay, lesbian and bisexual rights to hate crimes. These are undoubtedly very important issues to the Colby community and, as such, deserve discussion in open forum.
The Echo, however, has problems to the use of the Digest as this forum.
We f eel that the Digest is intended to inform students about specific campus events and other important announcements. We are frustrated by the
fact that a space allotted for information about Colby events has been overtaken by political cornmentary, or worse, petty name-calling.
Information and Technology Services policy dictates that the General
Announcements E-mail list be used for "policy statements, security alerts,
deadline information, serious service disruption, and other notices of clear
concern to each person on the list." Political statements do not fall into the
category of announcements and as such should not be submitted to the Digest,
which should be a source of information, not an open arena of discussion.
For those who feel that their opinions and views need somewhere to be
heard there are several avenues to take. One is to use the Digest to
announce meetings at which you discuss the issues that are important to
you. Another is the letters to the editor section of the Echo, which is actually designed as a place for political discussion. The Echo invites anyone in
the Colby community to submit a letter to echo@colby.edu and speak your
¦
.
mind on any topic.
strictThe Colby community should agree to leave the Digest as a place
ly for announcements and find another media, whatever it may be, to present their views on important issues.

By CHRIS LAPUTT

anything that will endanger yourself
or the people around you.

Support football saf el y
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"Procrastination."
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"Wind Surfing on Johnson
7 Pond."
J
Jay Schroder '04 |
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COMING OUTrl^Pu tt disstp
provesof GLBTcEMMn^^^
continued f r om page 5
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' ' These writings on'the ground did ogy
7 Third, the actions made by the
not dispel any myths and / or misi conceptions I had regarding the organizers of National Coming Out
i- -.GLBT community.Writing "Fuck the
Day did not help GLBT live fuller
radical right" and duct-taping signs lives. Adrian Silver '04 pointed out
win front of a memorial is disrespect- that some of members of the GLBT
JMful . If s liberid fascism. The organiz- community Were just "venting their
ers of this day are suppressing the frustration at the lackof acceptance"
opposition with these tactics. In his in this campus. I simply disagree. I
Digest posting, Dennis Kuhnel '03 personally signed one of the peti. pointed out that this was "a grave, tions last year that called for the creand seriously heinous act of disre- ation of a Queer Studies minor.
_, spect to the honored memories of all According to the Princeton Review,
"' of those soldiers."
Colby is also ranked 5th in the
nation wherejhe gay community is
disrespectful.
' I agree that it was
to
dedicated
This memorial is
Colby widely accepted. Bates and Bowdoin
are nowhere on
alumni who lost
the-listv-The-GLBT
~theiJliveirtofi ght
"FUCK
THE
WRITING
v an
community
are
oppressive
.
more
accepted
ime.
We
have
reg
RADICAL RIGHT" AND
here than in socievery right to be
:
DUCT-TAPING
SIGNS
ety at large. I don't
This
outraged.
see how the orgamemorial is not a IN FRONT OF A
nizers'
actions
of
ju st a piece
DISREIS
MEMORIAL
promoted
living
as
"carved rock"
fuller
lives.
Gillian Fisher '04 SPECTFUL.
IT'S LIBWould writing
called it in her
'
ERAL
FASCISM.
on
the ground and
.
t
i
n
p os
g.
duct-taping signs
Belittling what
help GLBT stugraduates of this
college did for our country by diict- dents live fuller lives? Would I live a
taping signs of GLBT paraphernalia fuller life by; scrawling "heterosexuon a memorial is insulting. I find it als do it better" or by duct-taping
disgraceful that people can compare statistics on heterosexuals on cam1,960 hate crimes to the millions pus? I don't think so. In fact, it
who died fi ghting for a cause; a would alienate me from the rest of
„cause that not only liberated Jews the campus.
; ' but gays,, lesbians, bisexuals, and
Is. this the type of visibility . the
GLBT community wants? "Writing
transgender people as well.
The point is, life is sacred. Tactics anonymous statements on the
like these prohibit the GLBT com- ground that offend other people? I
munity to be treated as equals and don't think that's an admirable
maintain the stereotype that they cause. Does this type of behavior
"....like to "shock" the general public really make me sympathize with the
GLBT-ecrnirnuri
with their "alternative lifestyle.";
Tfy? No. These writ' ¦_' :_ . Scribbling_on _the-ground that ings on the ground were supposed
' 'some lifestyles are better than others to make us think, but it has gone
does
not
promote
equality. horribly awry.
Comparing gay rights to a "univerThe organizers of this day should
sal battle" leads to sensationalism, rethink their tactics and examine
not
widespread
acceptance. ways in which we can integrate the
Anything can become a universal GLBT lifestyle into our campus
battle if you put your mind to it. rather than segregate it. They can
Regardless, if this act were inten- start with an apology.
tional or unintentional, I think the
Colby corniriunity deserves an apol-

Stipulations for
social programming
By DEREK TAFF
STAFF WRITER

'¦' It occurred to me this weekend
that, as a Commons Leader, I am fortunate io have a better understanding of the nuances of social programming than the average Colby
student. For everyone else who
doesn't have to spend weeks before
school in training, there is almost no
way of appreciating all of the stipulations that social programmers
have to recognize.
The problem with this is that if
you don't know how the system
operates, it's tough to operate within it. So I'm going to attempt to provide a brief exp lanation of how
things now work for Commons
Leaders.
First, we begin with a respectable
bud get of around $20,000. This
money can be used to throw .parties
like the semi-formal, the "Songs*You
Know b y Heart" party, and
Oktoberfest. However, none of this
money can be used to purchase alcoH' hoi. Thatmoney has to come out of
our slush fund. We build up that
fund through things like charging
admission to the semi-formal, the
Loudness T-shirts, the Oktoberfest
T-shirts, cups, etc. So, it behooves
you to support these fundraisers
^'because all the money goes directl y
back into your fjocial.programming,
The second point I'd like to make
is about some of the specific rules
regarding kegs at parties. The cur' s, rent rule is that you can have onl y
two kegs, one on tap and one on
reserve. Obviousl y there are times
when that limit is far too low and
there are problems generated by the
. . I1 . 1
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fact that only one keg can be tapped
at a time. We're working on that.
This
past
weekend
with
Oktoberfest, we were even more
restricted, we could only have five
kegs for the main party and another
later for the dance. My third point is regarding the
party host. To have a keg, there
needs to be a 21-year-old host. So
respect him or her. The host is the
one in charge and does not get much
out of the service he or she provides,
so be patient while the host is serving the beer and be respectful. The
host has assumed the responsibility
for the party so do them a favor and
say thank you, be polite, and do not
leave the registered party space with
open containers.
We can achieve all of our goals
for social programming at Colb y,
which, in a word, is fun, if we understand some of the limitations and
rules that we have to deal with (at
least currentl y) and above all ,
respect the party hosts because without them we are lost.
To end this all on an up-note, we
do also have a lot of freedoms and as
long as we continue to full y utilize
every one of those, we will be able to
accomplish everything we are setting out to do.
To keep in touch with what we're
in
Johnson-Chap lin
p lanning
Commons check our web site al
www.colby.edu / corrirnons / Johnsonchaplin. There you can f ind oui
upcoming schedule of events ,
important links, information about
the -commons, a p lace to give your
input, and coming soon, p ictures
from commons events. Enjoy the
website and enjoy the parties.
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Ryan Davis is Editor in Chief of the
Echo. He encourages anyone xvho wishes
lo ag ree or disagree with this column to
write, a letter to ccho@colby.edu , rather
than posting something on the Digest of
General Announcements .
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people mistakenly take facetious
comments as your actual opinion.
In the future, it might be a better
idea to reduce the profanity of some
of the messages (in spite of the fact
that those who complained about it
probabl y talk no differentl y in the
dining hall, it has the effect of keeping people from taking the messages
seriously) and organize some kind of
forum for people to discuss Coming
Out Day, in the hope of helping
explain the intention behind some of
the messages. In addition, putting
signs on the memorial, though probably not intended to be malicious or
disrespectful, is just a bad idea. ,
I reall y hope that the brouhaha
surrounding Oct. 11-hasn't backfired
and kept students from actually coming out of the closet for fear of harassment. Digest postings aside, I feel
confident that the vast majo rity of
students have no problem accepting
homosexual classmates on a personal
level. It's just when unfortunate misconceptions get in the way about a
monolithic "gay community" with
one set point of view that there is a
problem.
As always, understanding is
essential in both the diversity
requirement and Coming Out Day
debates. If you honestly make an
attempt to understand wh y other
people feel differently from you, and
still think they're wrong, you're free
to disagree. But you have to make an
effort—resorting to name-calling and
closed-minded personal attacks, no
matter what side you're on, onl y
makes matters worse.

MULHOLLAND
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With the space of 24 hours last
week, two important issues became
prominent on campus with the faculty 's (eventually aborted) meeting
about revision of the diversity
requirement and the National
Coming Out Day messages that
appeared on the quad Thursday
morning. Both generated a lot of discussion on campus, which is a good
thing as always, but those who were
vehemently opposed to both don't
really seem to grasp the significance
of either.
You won't find too many people
who believe Colby shouldn't try to be
more diverse and accepting. This is in
spite of the fact that we all realize that
we're never going to have the most
diverse campus in America regardless of what we do. But whining
about the diversity requirement and
calling those who chalked the quad
"liberal fascists" isn't going to help
anyone, even if you prefa ce it by saying "I'm not a racist " or "I'm not
homophobic."
Arguments I have heard in opposition to the diversity requirement
have been fairl y limited: "I don't
want to have to take another class" or
"They 're going to make ' me learn
about everything that America has
done wrong. Wh y don't I get to learn
about what America has done right?"
Witn all due respect, one more class
isn't going to kill you, and I think
many of the non-diversi ty requirement classes ' .fu lfill the "what
America has done right" aspect quite
well. Wh y wouldn 't you want to
learn about what America has done
wrong anyway? Because it might
make you feel bad? Because you

behind what was written.
Those who have gotten up in arms
about the chalkings don't seerri to
realize that for one day, the shoe is on
the other foot, and strai ght people
were offended by rwhat gay people
have said. Two wrongs don't make a
ri ght, to use a tired cliche, but I feel
like a lot of what was written on the
quad has been misunderstood to be
actual assertions, rather than statements merely intended to make the
reader think.
Think about how many times
you've heard people on campus say
"that's so gay " or "what a faggot."
I'm sure it's more times than you'd
like to admit, especially at a such a
nominally "liberal" school as Colby.
But Trarely see anyone doing something to stop it, and while it's difficult
to admit, I have to include myself in
that list.
As Holly Brewster 02, president
of the Brid ge, told the Echo this week,
"The point is that every day the queer
students on this campus are told that
strai ght is better, that they are not
equal. The point of the chalkings was
to, even briefl y, make people know
how that feels^ .
For those who"decided that it didn't feel very good, the solution is not
to decide that you don 't support gay
ri ghts anymore because some homosexuals wrote outrageous things on
the quad , the solution is to think
more carefully about the way you
and your fellow students speak and
View the world . The students who
chalked the quad weren't claiming
gay superiority over heterosexuals,
they were try ing to make a point
about equality which may not have
been altogether clear, but still
deserves to be heard.
I worry that they may have miscalculated the willingness of students
to examine their views ns prompted
by the messages, but I respect what
they were try ing to do. And I know
from experience what it's like to have
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Ryan Davis

think sexism and racism is a bi g lie?
I'm having a hard time understand¦_ ; ; ;
ing this. .
As for the argument that by taking
a "social justice" class, you may be
forced to listen to arguments you
don't agree with—well, good. Like
I've said in this space before, having
your beliefs challenged is the best
way to learn about the world. If only
there were some really conservative
classes the Colby Left could take...
It's not like you have to sit there
and blindly swallow whatever the
professor is telling you, either. I'm
currently taking (and loving) Gender
arid"Popular Culture with Professor
McFadden. I was kind of worried at
the start that I would disagree with a
lot of things we have to. read. That
turned out not to be the case, at least
not all the time. Even if it had, I think
I would feel comfortable being a dissenting voice.
Professor McFadden always
makes sure to say: that you don't have
to agree with her point of view, she
just wants you to think about the
issues. There isn't usually a whole lot
of dissent in our discussions, but I
can't hel p but think they might be
even more interesting if there were.
Nevertheless, the class is still one of
the most interesting and valuable I've
taken at Colby. As opposed to the
fairl y esoteric topics I may learn
about in rny English classes, much of
what I've learned in Women's
Studies 275 can be applied in fascinating ways to everyday life (who
knew that Rambo and MTV had so
much to say about the way we view
men and women in society?).
Nevertheless, no current Colb y
student has to worry about fulfilling
a revised diversity requirement anyway. However, I've been very interested in the noisy response to the
Coming Out Day chalkings. I agree
that some of the messages could have
been handled in a more respectful
way, but I understand the motivation

Here's Whafs Haying Friday, Oct. 19
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By MELV LADERA

STAFF WRITER

Shakespeare. We are all familiar
with this world-renowned playwright. We studied hint* in high
school. We. have seen several interpretations of his plays in high school
and college productions as ' welh-as
motion pictures. We feel as though
we know what to expect when we
see one of his plays, or do we?
The Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express brings an interpretation of
Shakespeare that many of us have
never seen before. This past weekend, Colby was fortunate to welcome the Blush and Swoon Troupe
of the Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express as they performed the popular tragedy "Romeo and Juliet" and
the delightful comedy "As You Like
It" at Strider Theater. Audiences left
amazed by their energetic and
ardent performances, filled with a
mix of contemporary methods and
Elizabethan style.
The Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express is an internationally
acclaimed company that is determined, to make Shakespearean
Theatre an experience that is exciting
and accessible to all types of people.
A lot of their methods are based on
wanting to interpret Shakespeare's
plays the way that he would have in
his time. They try to emulate the
"thrust stage" form of theater, which
was the structure an Elizabethan
playgoer would see at the Globe
Theater where Shakespeare's works
were performed. The company's
base town, Staunton, Virginia, houses their own type of Globe Theater,
the Blackfriars Playhouse,, which is
in its inaugural season.
For more then a decade, the
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
has been touring all over the world
spreading their enthusiasm for
Shakespeare. Since they cannot
bring their playhouse on the road.
They do their best to emulate the
"thrust stage," in which the audi-
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Soclal^Sclences andHumanities Colloquium PMson Lounge potter
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Women's Soccer @ U-of
New England - 3:00 pm
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Shenandoah Shakespeare Express performed "Romeo and Juliet" (left) and "As You Like It" this; past - weekend. ' '.
ence is on the sides of the stage as
well as in front. Strider Theater is a
traditional "Proscenium" theatre, so
to solve the problem they simply
placed audience seating at the sides
of the stage.
They also had musicians playing
before the performance and a lot of
doubling in their roles, which were
methods that were understood to
have been present in Elizabethan
theater. Uniquely,.they perform with
the motto "We do it with the lights
on," since it was not likely that
Shakespeare had spotlights at the
Globe.
The actors also incorporate audi-

FOR MORE THAN A
DECADE, THE
SHENANDOAH
SHAKESPEARE
EXPRESS HAS BEEN
TOURING ALL OVER
THE WORLD SPREADING THEIR ENTHUSIASM FOR
SHAKESPEARE.

The Colby Eight
releases latest CD
The group also discussed alternative titles
such as "Fashionably
Eight", "Ask Again Later",
"Better Not Tell You Now",
"Kenny Makes Us Feel
Popular" and "Coerper 's
Fault."
The Eight's version of
the J. Geils Band's, "Love
Stinks," is interrupted in
the middle with the classic
love song, Bette Midler 's
"The Rose". Laurits told a
story about a rehearsal
when the song soloist, Pete
Loverso '02 filled the interruption with his rendition
-of "Oops...I did it Again".
"We couldn't seem to get
the same amount of emotion across tb the listeners
that Britney Spears seemed
to be able 1 to," Laurits
joked, "so -yve abandoned
that idea." I
When asked if there
were any trj acks on tlie CD
the group to which the
group felt really close,
Laurits replied, "We all
reall y like 'When I Fall',
COURTESY OF THE COLBY EICITI
'Human —Nature', and
The Colby Eigh t's latest CD, highlighting music fro m 1999 to 2001.
'Boogie
On
Reggae
Woman/ too, actually we
pretty much like all of
By KATE RUSSO
them." He also expressed the group's
7.&E EDITOR
closeness to the hidden track on the
album, which will remain hidden.
New for this fall, The Colby Ei ght
Tlie cover art for the CD was done
has released the CD "Edgar, You're
by Jory Raphael '02. "He is awesome Ruining Everything." The CD has
a real pleasure to work with hnd
been in the making for nearly two
ridiculously talented/'Laurits said.
years, It includes the groups from '99"We were so psyched he was involved
'00 and '00-'01,
in this project."
Tlie CD features an eclectic mix of
Overall, Tlie Colby Eight is very
Eight tunes ranging from Barenaked
happy with the work they have done,
Ladies' "When I Fall" to Ben Folds
and as well they should be, Their perFive's "Battle of Who Could Care what we were doing Edgar was doing formances and recording were solid
Less." All the songs were arranged the oppositc.just being really diffi- and their enthusiasm can be heard
cult, until one of the other kids in the through each song. Tlie range of songs
and recorded by The Eight.
Eric Laurits '02, the group leader program got so angry, she turned beet proves that their talent doesn't He in
this year, clarified the mysterious title, red and shouted at the top of her just one style, but many, "It is hard
"Edgar, You're Ruining Everything". lungs...on the secon d floor of Miller work and very time consuming to
He explained that the group spent a 'EEEEEDDDD DDGGGGAAAR- produce a CD, but in the end if s all
day of community service entertain- RRRRRRRR , you're ruining EVERY- worth it," Laurits said, "It's someing a bunch o'f fifth graders from THING.'" Laurits went on to say, "We, thing we are all proud of because it is
Framingham, Massachusetts. "During of course, thought this was hilari- all us."
the scavenger hunt there was ous...and decided that that would be a
tills...gem...named Edgar. No matter great CD name."

ence involvement into their shows.
Instead of leaving the audiences to
be mere spectators, the troupe never
forgot that they were there, They
interact with the audience; throughout the show. They talk to them, flirt
with them, sit with them, run
through them, and even use them as
trees. As for contemporary elements,
they used minimal sets and props in
both shows and modern costumes
for "As You Like It.'<
They performed "Romeo and
Juliet" on Thursday and Friday
night. This show was spectacular.
There was never a dull moment. It
was action-packed and l scene

changes were quick and smooth.
Their interaction with the audience
helped create an intimacy between
the aefprs and the viewers. The audience laughed and cried, as the actors
did. Even I ended up a little tearyeyed at the end.
Joshua Randall and Carolyn
Ratteray starred wonderfully as
Romeo and Juliet. "Star" is not the
appropriate word to describe any of
these actors, since everyone in this
cast of eleven was remarkable and

See SHAKESPEARE
continued on page 8

Klckbo* & Weights
Xtreme Training - Mond
Athletic Center Aerobics
Room 3:304:30 pm "
Not Just a Cup of
Coffee, but a Just Cup of
Coffee - Pugh Center
Cotter Union 4:00-6:30 pm
Philosophy Colloquium
Lovejoy 215 400-5:30
pm.
klckboxlng & Killer AbsAlfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 4:30-5:30
pm.

Jason Spooner gives
intimate performance
at Coffeehouse

Presentation wtth Trustee
Robert Diamond - Robins
Roberts 5:00-6:30 pm.

By MICHAEL GREENBERG

Russian Table - Camp
Dining Room Dana 6:007:00 pm.

knew the farmer 's sons, felt deeply
STAFF WRITER
sorry for their misfortune and
wrote a song contemplating why it
Guitarist Jason Spooner '95 per- seems some sad events are just
formed a two-hour set of acoustic "meant to be."
ballads, rock, blues, and country
This theme cropped up in
Saturday night to a small gathering another nine, written soon after he
finished at Colby and all of his
at the Coffeehouse.
A Colby alum of the mid friends were heading out to Silicon
nineties, Jason Spooner conversed Valley to getTjbbs"in the beginning
fondl y about his college days, par- of the dot com era. Spooner stayed
ticularl y about his semesters in on the east, and his song exenrpliLondon and Spain , which he said fied the feelings of being an
are "still high points in his musical observer to some "new way of life"
career."
that you simply can 't understand.
His rural background and close
"Traveling to London," he
joked , "I thought Americans were relationshi p with Maine came
relaxed... the British were upti ght. through in one of the more humorGoing to Spain , it was the ous tunes of the evening, called
Americans who were uptig ht." "My Bab y Drives A Pickup Truck."
Reclining comfortabl y on the This country tune-"My first and
Coffeehouse couches, Spooner last original country song," he said
urged his audience to return to -poked tongue-and-cheek humor
Colb y for a homecoming soon after at the impressions non-Mainers
graduation , saying, "it can be real- have with Mainers.
Spopner added that his girlly great...like old times again."
Spooner 's music exp lores an friend , who is from Maine; wants
eclectic mix of influences, includ- him to change some of the less
ing Johnny Cash, Paul Simon, and tasteful lyrics, but he's waiting for
Eliot Smith. Switching between, a an audience op inion. The line in
more reflective repertoire and a question, "my fa ther is also my
livelier set, Spooner broke out a uncle" received both laughter and
harmonica for some of his blues looks of apprehension , but overall,
tunes, sharing an anecdote or two the tiny crowd gave Jason Spooner
along the way. Calling one particu- a friendl y and warm ovation.
"I played this tune at a competlar aside a "comical Colby story,"
he began to tell about a roommate itive festival celebrating Maine,"
of his whom, as a practical joke, he commented , "and I quickly realstuck Spooner 's old harmonica ized the crowd was not my type...
completel y inside his mouth and Needless to say, I didn 't win."
Jason Spooner 's performance
took a few Polaroids.
"It wasn't until later in the year was intensely personal and perfect
that I wns looking throug h a photo for the Coffeehouse's casual
album with some friends that I saw atmosphere, the audience barel y
the photo. I thought, 'hey, that's numbered ten, and more often,
my harmonica. Eww, gross!" people simply passed through.
Stories such as these made Jason However, he didn 't seem to mind ,
Spooner 's performance both musi- say ing, "I always enjoy myself
cally nnd mentally engaging, for when I come here."
While Jason Spooner 's music
much of his inspiration came froni
the most ori ginal sound I've
wasn't
experiences,
personal
One of the more memorable heard , his demeanor with his auditunes in the set began with such a ence and the stories he told made
story. Spooner explained that he f or a pleasant Saturday evening.
grew up across from n farm nnd ,
for reasons he didn't delve Into,
the owner of the farm eventuall y
hnd to sell his land. Spooner, who

SOAR Meeting
Speaker/Discussion - Foss
Private Dining Room 5:306:30 pm.

Newman Council Read
Aloud - Lorlmer Chapel
Lounge 8:00-9:00 pm.
Questioning & Curious Marson Lounge Cotter
Union
8:00-10:00p.m.
Tomorrow 10/ 19
Japanese Language TableFoss Private Dining Room
11:30 am.- 1:30 pm.
Chinese Lunch Table Camp Dining Room Dana
12:00-1:30 pm.
Klckbox & Weights Hip
Hop Funk - Alfond Athletic
Center Aerobics Room
3:304:30 pm.
Women's Tennis @
NEWTTT-Amherst - 4:00 pm
Klckboxlng & Weights Alfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 4:30-5:30
pm.
Catholic Bible Study Lorlmer Chapel Lounge :
4:30-5:30 pm.
International Coffee Hour Mary Low
Coffeehouse 430-6MO pm
.
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'Apocalypse Now'
remastered
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Marlon Brando stars in 'Ap ocalypse Now Redux' now playing at
Railroad Square.

By KAT^ CARROLL
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m . Francis Ford Coppola released
Apocalypse Now" in 1979. In 2001,
entitled
g,
reyis.ed . version
'(Apocalypse Now Redux" was
released and I must say the results
are very impressive, I am not going
tb bother with a summary but if you
seen or. heard
of
Kaven't
"Apocalypse Now", think Vietnam,
explosions, death, survival, etc.
,' The movie is based on Joseph
£onrad's "Heart of Darkness" only
get in Cambodia during the Vietnam
\yar instead of the Belgian Congo
around the turn of the century, so
you can use that as a reference point.
7 The cast is exceptional with great
performances by Marlon Brando,
Robert Duvall, and Martin Sheen.
One can also spot now-famous
actors Harrison Ford and Laurence
fTishburne looking very young. Look
tor uncredited glimpses of R. Lee
Ermey ("Full Metal Jacket"), Scott
Glenn ("Silence of the Lambs"), and
Francis Ford Coppola, along with
jrnany members of his family.
I This new cut of "Apocalypse" is
much longer than the original, but
worth it - the added scenes delve
into the characters more and spend a
good chunk of time on Col. Kurtz
and his followers. The one added
scene I wasn't a fan of involved a
stop at a French plantation that didn't really seem to add much to the
story, .but the rest of the additions
helped rather than hindered the
plot.
i Robert Duvall and Marlon
Brando both had much more screen
-

time in this cut which I feel added
significantly to the film. The original ..
1979 version is a great jrriQvter-ktit-unfortunately does not fully develop the story and leaves a lot of questions unanswered. The new cut tries
to explain and expand on many topics and for the most part does a good
job of it.
As a consequence there is more
blood and gore, including one scene
involving an ox getting chopped up
and another with a bunch of heads,
but the gore didn't take away from
the overall experience too much.
"Apocalypse Now" is one of the
best war films ever made and really
captures the confusion and surreal
quality Vietnam seems to represent.
It is also the last great 1970's film
made-shortly after its release,
Hollywood started taking over the
industry and the big studios all of a
sudden became extremely conservative and extremely powerful.
For that historical reason alone it
is worth seeing, but that is definitely
not the only .reason to check out
"Apocalypse". The actors are great,
Coppola is an amazing director, it
has a good soundtrack, and the cinematography is mesmerizing.
If you go see "Apocalypse",
make sure you abstain from food
and drink for at least four hours
prior to showtime, because the running time is a good three and a half
hours and you won't want to miss a
second of it. I am not sure how long
Railroad Square will be showing this
one, so go see it sooner -rather?than
later. You .can always cheqk showtimes at www.railroadsquarecinema.com. Enjoy !
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equally shared the spotli ght. Other
standouts include, Alison Glenzers's
Mercutio and Lee .Fitzpatrick's
Nurse. Both were enjoyable characters that kept the audience laughing.
I "As You Like It," performed on
Satu rday night, was just as good as,
|f not better than, "Romeo and
fuliet. " This comed y had the audience laughing practicall y non-stop ,
j ust like "Romeo and Juliet," the
buick pace of the show left for no
tedious moments. In this performance there wns a lot of doubling,
which proved the versatility of the
actors. They also displayed their
magnificent voices as they incorporated plenty of singing into the performance.
', Cliff Chamberlain played the
lovelorn Orlando. Much to the audience's delight, he placed post-its,
}vith love songs about Fitzpatrick's
Rosalind written on them, on their
foreheads. He even almost stabbed
hn audience member with a pen, but
ho harm was done and the audience
Went on enjoying his foll y. J.C.
Long's Touchstone, the court fool
with a red clown nose, was also a
crowd favorite as he kept flirting
with a girl in the audience.
I The modern interpretation of the
characters was also enjoy able to see.
and
Aaron
fcandall' s, Corin
rlochalter's, Silvius are supposed , to
be shepherds, but instead they were
pressed in flannel and John Deere
lints.
j Tlie fight scenes in both shows
Were masterfully choreographed, In
{'Romeo and Juliet " the sword flghtng was thrilling, especially the fight
between Randall's, Romeo and
Chamberlain's, Paris, This pair also

had an amazing wrestling bout in
"As You Like It" as Charles and
Orlando. Even the crowd got into it
as they cheered for the gallant fi ghters.
The performances were so fastpaced that if you blinked , you mi ght
have missed something. It was a
continuous theatrical joy ride. Every
single member of the cast was
devoted to keeping us glued. They
definitel y succeeded as they kept us
entertained. It was the type of show
for which there could be nothing
else to do but rave.
In addition to their splendid performances, the troupe also held a
variety of workshops throughout
the weekend. They discussed their
methods on audience interaction ,
gender portrayal, nnd s{age pombat.
Those that attended the stage combat workshop got the opportunity to
learn a few tricks and got the inside
scoop on the wrestling match in "As
You Like It."
The Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express won the imaginations of the
Colby audience. It was an experience that was never short of excitement, from Long and Chamberlain's
guitar play ing in the lobby as the
doors opened, to the troupe's muchdeserved standing ovation accompanied by a thunderous applause.
With nil the running mound that
they do even the audience is left out
of breath, leaving them with a thirs t
for more.
If you missed this amazing theatrical ride, thnn you missed out an
extraordinary experience thnt would
make you think of Shakespeare and
theater in a new li ght.
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Captain Puff in , off icial mascot oj Downeasi Energy

Downeast Energy has 23 Puffin Stop
convenience stores and gas stations
easily located throughout Central and
Southern Maine, and New Hampshire.
In Waterville look for the Puffin at 105
College Ave and 94 Pleasant Street (24hour). At both locations you will find
friendl y folks, gas and groceries.
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Lady Mules soccer loses
two key NESCAC games

. By MIKE

MELGSKI

SPORTS EDITOR

With the season winding down,
¦*every NESCAC game becomes more
^ important for the Colby women's
sioccer team as they look to qualify for
<:
the NESCAC toumament. This week
the Lady Mules had two very important games against top teams in the
N1JSCAC, Bates and Middlebury.The
¦Lapy Mules lost a hard fought battle
rival Bates on Thursday 4-3
*to ;CBB
and tHelvwerei ^unSbleTo fincLtfre ~net
and lost . by. a score of 3-0 to
^.Middlebury.
On Thursday, the Lady Mules
stormed out against Bates and clearly
outplayed the Bobcats in the first
half. Colby opened the scoring when
£hristine O'Donnell '03 won a ball
played in the box and buried the ball
past the Bates goalie to make the
game 1-0. The goal was assisted by
Kate Liggio '03. Bates answered back
ten minutes later to tie the game at
one. when Melissa Ostuni made a

nice move after receiving a cross and
beat goalie Abby Kussell '02. With less than five minutes
remaining reserve Stacy Thurston '03
pounced on a ball at the 25 yard line
and scored one of the most beautiful
-goals of the season for the Lady
Mules. Thurston placed"the shot in
the upper right hand corner, the Bates
goalie having no chance to save the
rocket. The Mules now led 2-1 on the
boost from Thurston.
-—The Mules would take this lead to
half all burdominating the Bobcats.
Beside the two goals the Mules had
several other chances, O'Donnell
accounting for two more close calls,
once being denied by the crossbar
and the second a head ball that was
saved by the feet of a Bates defender.
The second half was a different
story for the Lad y Mules. Bates came
out more intense and outplayed the
Mules in all aspects of the game. In
the first 15 minutes Bates scored three
unanswered goals to stun the Lady
Mules and take a 4-2 lead. The Mules

got beat several times in the midfield
and had problems recovering in transition, leaving the Bates midfielders

MIDDLEBURY GOALIE
AU CONNOLLY MADE
EIGHT SAVES WHILE
KUSSELL MADE NINE.
THE DIFFERENCE IN
THE GAME^WAS THE
ABILITY OF
MIDDLEBURY TO
FINALIZE THEIR
CHANCES WHILE
COLBY COULD NOT.
with opportunities in the Colby 's
defensive end. Bates capitalized on
the opportunities and took a commanding lead.

- *

*

Mules, playjed the Panther's even.
The secdnd half was much of the
same- story, the Lady Mules played
well but could not , find the net.
Middlebury capitalized on their
opportunities and netted two more
insurance goals, another by Bonney.
The game ended 3-0 and the loss was
a tough blow to the postseasort hopes
of thie Lady Mules.
The score Was not an indication of
how close the game was. Middlebury
goalie Ali Connolly, made eight saves
while Kussell. made Qine, The difference in the game was the ability-of
Middlebury to finalize their chances
"
while Colby could not.
The Lady Mules now stand at ,5.-51 with all five losses coining in the
NESCAC. This week the Mules travel to the University of New England
to play on Thursday , and then
Bowdoin comes to Colby in a mustwin game if the Lady Mules want to
keep their postseason hopes alive.

Colby would sure up their defensive problems and mount a small
comeback late in the game. Stephanie
Hicks '03 scored her third goal of the
season with less than 15 minutes left
but the Mules could not find a way to
tie the game and fell to Bates 4-3.
On Saturday the Lad y Mules traveled to Vermont to take on the
Panthers of Middlebury College. This
game was of great importance, as the
team needs every win to assure a spot
in the NESCAC tournament. Colby
played well at ..times and gave the
solid effort they are known for but
fell 3-0 to the Panthers. ." '
The first half was an even/contest,
but Middlebury was able to gain an
advantage early when forward Meg
Bonney put a shpt in the upper left
hand corner that Kussell had no
chance. With the score 1-0 in the first
ten minutes the Lady Mules might
have been in for a long day. However
Colby tightened its defense and started to attack the Middlebury defense:
Barring the early lapse the Lady
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Six turnovers result in iM
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

On Saturday afternoon the Colby
White Mules looked to averige their
only loss , of_ jast _ season as the
Amherst Lord Jeffs came to Sevearns
Field. The Mules defense gave a
valiant effort but too many mistakes
by the offense allowed Amherst to
capture an ugly J4-3 victory. Colby
once again played well enough to
win but could not make the key

plays to secure the victory.
The first half was played to a
standstill at O-O. As the score indicates the defenses dominated play,
stifling the offenses and making bi g
stops to keep the other teams off the
scoreboard.
Each team had opportunities in
the first half, with the Mules having
two chances inside the ten-yard line
but both possessions turned into
turnovers. In the first quarter the
Miiles sustained a solid drive, doing
the majority of damage on the
ground. At the seven-yard line the
Mules threw a play action pass, as
Pat Conley '03 sat in the pocket and
looked for a receiver he threw over
the middle and was intercepted by
an Amherst linebacker who returned
the ball to the to the Colby 48 yard line.
In the second quarter the Mules
had another chance after James
Bradford '04 recovered a Derrell
Wright fumble and returned it to the
Amherst 21-yard line. From there
the Mules moved inside the Amherst
five-yard line but Joe Murray '02
fumbled , on a questionable call, at
the three-yard line. The Amherst
defense was rated number one in the

NESCAC and missing these two
opportunities would be costly.
Captain Brain Wezowicz -02 said,
"it is frustrating to squander opportunities inside the red zone, but we
had to put those behind us and focus
~~
~
on c7eating-"TnoreT^ppftunities'
(inside the red zone)."
Amherst also had it chances in
the first half. Earl y in the game
Amherst was moving the ball on the
Mules, but fumbled the ball and the
Mules recovered at their own 32yard line. The Lord Jeffs best opportunity came late in the first half as
they moved the ball in their twominute offense inside the Mules tenyard line. At the five yard line
Amherst ran a draw and the running
back was - stripped by Mike
Distefano '03 who also recovered the
fumble with only :33 seconds left in
the half, ending the Amherst hope of
securing the lead before the half.
"They played their best half of the
season, and helped to pick up the
offense," said Wezowicz.
The Mules had outplayed the 3-0
Lord Jeffs but the turnovers prevented the Mules from heaving the same
advantage on the scoreboard . The
Amherst defense had only giyerj. up
three points all season andliit^Mules
offense clearly exp loited some holes
but the inability to-capitalize would
haunt the Mules later in the game.
The second half was similar to the
first, with the defenses dominating
play and the offenses turning the
ball over. However each team managed to get on the scoreboard .
Amherst put -together^ solid drive
in the middle of the/third quarter.
The Lord Jeffs capitalized on the
Mules being in their nickel defense
and stick to their strength, running
the ball. Amherst punched the ball in
with 7:44 remaining on a five yard
run from Kevin Kennard. The drive
was 9 plays for 51 yards and took
3:24 seconds.
Colby would answer back with a
score of its own. The key play was a
Danny Noyes '02, catch and run for
43 yards. The Mules stalled after that
play but Keith Jonassen '02 came on
to drill a 40 yard field goal to make
the score 7-3.
The Mules turnover problems
finally caught up with them in the

' . - -. - '

Colby running back Joe Murray '02 looks for running room in the Mules 14-3 loss to Amherst last week.
fourth quarter. Amherst intercepted
their fourth pass of the day at the
Colby 37-yard line and proceeded to
drive and capitalize scoring on a four
yard run by Fletcher LaddL Ladd provided a bi g boost for Amherst running
fresh in the second half when the
Mules defense was tired.
The Mules had one last solid
chance at putting points on the
board . Colby drove to the inside the
Amherst thirty yard life but turned
the ball over on - downs on another
questionable call. On fourth down
Conley looked to ' find Noyes on a
slant, Noyes was shoved and the
pass flew over his head. The referee
threw a flag..signaling pass interference but was seemingly convinced

by the Amherst squad that the ball
was uncatchable so there was no
penalty. The Mules could mount n^
more serious drives and the game
ended 14-3.
The Mules were led on offense by
Noyes, who as usual was his spectacular self making some beautiful
grabs and runs after the catch. He
ended the day with 9 catches for 151
yards. The Mules also looked strong
on the ground as Aaron_Stepka '05
led the way with 12 carries for 59
yards and Joe Murray '02 played
possibly his best all around game at
Colby,with 9 carries for 45 yards and
had a tremendous game blocking.
Conley did not perform up to his
capabilities, he had his toughest day

in a Colby uniform going 12 for 25
for 163 yards throwing 5 interceptions.
Coach Tom Austin stated the
obvious. "We can't turn the ball over
six times and beat any team in this
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league/j ie said. "The defense-took a
great step forward in this game, they
created turnovers and really were
aggressive."Austin was happy with
his team's patience against the number one rated defense but said the*
key is finishing the drives, which ,
they didn't do.
This weekend the Mules travel to
Hamilton and look to end their two
game losing streak against the winless Colonials. The Mules now find
themselves at 1-3, a disappointing
mark considering the preseason *
expectations, however they can easily run the table. The key will be
play ing mistake-free football and
combining good defensive and
offensive efforts.

Field hockey struggles, drops two games

By MIKE MELOSKI

SPORTS EDITOR

The women's field hockey team
had exceeded expectations earl y in
the season as interim coach Brenda
Beckwith bought a spark to the
Mules. As of late the team has cooled
off, but continues to work hard and
p lay with the heart they have shown
all season. This week, the Lad y
Mules traveled to the University of
Southern Maine and Middlebury, but
couldn't manage a win in either game.
On Oct. 10, Colby was in Gorham
to take on the Huskies of USM in a
non-conference tilt. Colb y hadn 't
lost since 1997 to USM and was
expected to handle the Huskies, but
the team gave the Lady Mules more

of a fi ght than they expected. In
addition , the Lady Mules p layed
down to their level allowing USM to
score a upset 1-0 win.
The game was played evenly for
the maj ority of both halves, with neither team able to find the goal.
Finally a USM player received a pass
inside the circle and sent a shot past
several p layers on each team and
into the back of the Colby net, with
onl y 3:07 remaining,, The Lad y
Mules tried feverishl y to tie the
game in the finajjthree minutes but
could not finalize of several late
game opportunities.
The statistics very virtuall y identical for each team. Both had nine
shots on goal arid goalie Carrie
5
Torrisi '02 made six saves for Colby,
with the USM goalie recording an

identical number for the Huskies.
The Lady Mules realized their performance against USM was not their
best and they should have beat the
Huskies however their focus turned
to a tough NESCAC match-up
against Middlebury.
On Saturday, Colby gave a superior effort but fell to Middlebury 2-1
in overtime. Middlebury controlled
much of the fi rst half , putting constant pressure on the Lad y Mules'
defense and goalie Torrisi.
. Captain Becca Bruce '02 praised
the defense, saying "they played as
well as they have all year against one
of the NESCAC's best teams, they
kept us in the game."
Middlebury was able to score
first, as midway through the first
half after several minutes of relent-

less pressure they find the back of
the net. Play was even for the rest of
the half and much of the second half.

Colby was able to breakthrough
their scoring drought when Marcia
Ingraham '02 converted on a penalty

stroke to tie the game at one with 16
minutes remaining. Each team battled for the remainder of the game
with neither able to score. The game
would go into overtime tied at one.
Overtime play would go back
and forth until a Middlebury forward got free and p laced her shot in
the corner of the Lady Mules net for
the win.
The effort could not go overlooked. Torrisi had another solid
game as she made ten saves for the
Lad y Mules.
"It is tough to adjust to playing
on turf , it puts us at a disadvantage,"
Ingraham said. "We hadn't p layed
on turf all year long and they play
there every day, but we did an excellent job adjusting and played well
against a good team."

Bruce thoughtnhe key to the
game was Colby's inability to win,
the transition game. "We had trouble
getting the ball from our defense to
the midfield to the forward s, they
beat us in that part of the game and
prevented us from really getting our
offense going."
Thfftad y Mules now stand at 7-5
(4-3 in the NESCAC) and play CBB
rivals Bates on Wednesdays Crafts
Field at 4 p.m, and Bowdoin again at
home Saturday at 12 p.m. Both
games are extremel y important as
the Mules look to draw a high seed
in the NESCAC tournament. Please
come out and support the ladies as
they bid for the post season.

Men 's soccer beaten by Middlebury, St. Joe 's [
By MICHAEL SHEA
STAFF WRITER

¦ Men 's soccer now hns three
games left in their 2001 season.
They must win all three to finish nt
.500 overall. They lost twice this
week, falling to St. Joseph' s 2-1,
and Middlebury 3-0. The team will
hot see post-season play but still
has both of their CBB rivalry
games to play before they call it a

i*

The co-ed golf team continued to
perform well at the State of Maine
Championships and the CBB tournament. Colby finished fourth out of
nine teams nt the State of Maine
Championships. Ja ke Hobart '03 was
ftie top finisher for the Mules as he
placed seventh. The rest of the Mules
team finished in the top 30. In the

year.
After four consecutive away
games, Colby suffere d a disappoint ing loss to St. Joseph's. Coach
Mark Serdjenian described this as
a game that they never should
(have lost. Josh Zweig '04 scored
the lone Colby goal. Losing to St.
Josephs was a humbling letdown ,
rather than a source of momentum
going into n game against the second ranked Middlebury Panthers.

Golf
CBB tournament the Mules beat
Bates but could not lop Bowdoin.
Matt Simard '02 paced the Mules
with a solid score of 80. The Mules
fa red better at The Colby Classic as
they tied with Thomns College for
first p lace beating both CBB rivals
Bates and Bowdoin.

Finall y at the last match of a six
game road tri p, the While Mules
found themselves worn out.
Several injuries affected the team 's
consistency by changing the chemistry of play on the field ns many
starters were forced to watch.
Middlebury came out strong
nnd quickl y scored two goals in
the first half. Colb y was able to put
together periods of offensive energy, but could not capitalize. The

Mules needed to come out hard at
the onset of the second half and
score the first goal. However, if
was Mjddlebur y that would
immediately finish , putting the
score at 3-0 and the game out of
reach.
"We didn 't play consistently for
ninety minutes with the spirit it
takes to win that type of game,"
said Serdjenian, Colby put together twenty minutes of good soccer

r.
\ _ .•
Women,_-s nTennis

WAT -

The Colby womcnfs tennis has
fared well since the 1TA Regional
Tournament going 3-2 with th ree
convincing
wins over Bates,
Connecticut College, and University
of Southern Maine. The Lad y Mules
beat both Bates nnd USM by a score
of nine matches to none and beat
Conn College eight matches to one.

The team received solid p lay from
all members in their victories. The
team looks to do well in the final
event to the fall this weekend as they
travel to Amherst to p lay in the New
Eng land Women's Invitational
Tournament.

at a .time , but failed to play two
solid halves of soccer. After
Middlebury added their third
goal, Colby continued to p lay hard
for another twenty-five minutes
creating some opportunities, but
the game would end in a
Middlebury shutout.
The team now looks ahead to
matches against University of
New England , Bowdoin, and
Bates. The team will finish up with

its bi ggest rivalries in the CBB. '
Colby should dominate the game
against UNE, but both of the*
NESCAC games will be typical
battles for the Mules.
,
"It's simple," snid Serdjenian ,
"we need to play hard for ninety
minutes." If the team is consistent ,
they will play competitivel y
against both of its NESCAC rivals.
' <?

Women's Volleyball

Colby women's volley ball hns
had two successful NESCAC weekends going 4-2 with wins over
Bowdoin, Tufts, Middlebury, and
Hamilton. The Lady Mules were led
by Kimberl y Prescott '04, who is
having nn outstanding season at setter, and Johanna Schroeder '04 mid
Abby Stella '04, who pace the Lad y

Mules hitting. Schroeder and Stella
both recorded double di git kills in
two of the games. These two weekends were important and their success will help their rank for the
NESCAC championsh ips. Their
overall record now etands 13-8 and
they look to be in good position
heading Into the final few weeks.

